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Harley continues financial
improvements in first quarter
ARLEY-Davidson
generated increased
earnings and worldwide
dealer new motorcycle sales
grew 3.5 percent in the first
quarter (compared to last year’s
first quarter) as the firm’s first
quarter 2011 financials pointed
to the expected continued
improvement in its fortunes.
“We are pleased by the growth of
our dealers’ new motorcycle sales on
a worldwide basis, led by strength in
Europe, even as we continue to
encounter some headwinds in the U.S.
related to the challenging macroeconomic conditions,” said
Harley-Davidson, Inc. President and
CEO Keith Wandell.
The Company’s improved firstquarter earnings performance was
driven by operating income from
financial services, which climbed
154.6 percent compared to the first
quarter of 2010. Operating income
from motorcycles and related products
was described as “flat” with the yearago quarter, and was “impacted by
expected inefficiencies related to the
restructuring and implementation of
the new operating system” underway

H

at the Company’s manufacturing
operations.
“Our entire team remains focused
on transforming our company to be
leaner, more agile and more effective
than ever at delivering great products
and experiences to an increasingly
global community of customers,” said
Wandell.
“Harley-Davidson’s results for the
quarter reflect the continued
improvement at HDFS, as well as the
near-term inefficiencies related to the
transformation underway in
manufacturing operations at York.
“We expect to continue to see an
impact on our motorcycles segment
financial performance in the coming
quarters as we complete the
transformation of our York operations.
When this manufacturing transition is
completed next year, we will have a
best-in-class, flexible, lean operating
structure that we expect will yield
substantial ongoing savings.
“While we continue to be
encouraged by our overall progress,
we are maintaining a cautious outlook
for the year,” Wandell said.
Harley say that on a worldwide
basis, dealers sold 17,904 new Harley-

Davidson motorcycles in international
markets, an 11.3 percent increase
compared to last year’s first quarter,
and 31,691 new motorcycles in the
U.S., down 0.5 percent, in a quarter
that saw, compared to the year-ago
industry-wide U.S. heavyweight new
motorcycle (651cc-plus) retail unit
sales increased 3.1.
However, despite that, revenue
from Harley-Davidson motorcycles in
the first quarter of 2011 was $833.4
million, up 3.0 percent compared to
the year-ago period.
The Company shipped 53,827
Harley-Davidson motorcycles to
dealers and distributors worldwide
during the quarter, compared to
53,674 in the first quarter of 2010.
Revenue from Parts and Accessories
totaled $164.3 million, up 10.2
percent, and revenue from General
Merchandise was down 5.6 percent at
$62.6 million.
The financial services segment
recorded operating income of $67.9
million in the quarter ($26.7 million in
the first three months of 2010). The
increase is largely the result of
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The ‘New Four’ are driving us towards a
market rich in new P&A opportunity
ITH Harley-Davidson confirming that their sales and profits
are now poised for rebound, and indications that the
aftermarket is having a generally better season so far than
last year, now is a good time to be speculating about where custom
motorcycle riding is headed in demographic terms.
The startling revelation some months ago that Harley-Davidson has been the
fastest growing motorcycle brand among ‘young riders’ in the United States in
recent years may not, of itself, be enough to predict the end of the so-called
demographic time bomb.
However, with the ‘individual expression in a social peer-group context’
characteristics of the emerging ‘FaceBook’ generation of consumers providing
fresh optimism for the future of the motorcycle industry as discretionary leisure
Dollar spend option, the background music of changes to consumer ownership
and riding experience values and expectations that has been playing for some
years now suddenly starts to sound louder.
That we are witnessing such changes is no longer beyond doubt.The Japanese
‘Big Four’ that revolutionised the ownership and
riding experience for two generations are now seeing
their ‘performance vibe’ replaced by the ‘character
vibe’ of Harley,Triumph, Ducati and BMW – the ‘New
Four’ – and others.
These changes were well under way long before
the downturn, but while declining sales disguised the
dynamic, it has been relative market share and more
recently profits performances that are providing the tracer bullets through which
the trajectory of change is now being drawn.
The custom industry has played its part in the evolution of riding tastes in
recent decades. If there is a boom-years cable-exposure legacy then it is in the
wider acceptance and interest that the one time cult has achieved as it has
metamorphosed into an accepted part of the motorcycling mainstream.
There are many other factors at play too of course. Not least, and especially
in Europe, the conditions of road surfaces; the massive increases in traffic; the
ever growing number of motorcycle illiterate ‘stupids’ that get behind the steering
wheels of cars; the lack of motorcycle consciousness routinely shown by traffic
managers when it comes to road layout designs and furniture; the increasing
virus that is speed cameras and so-called calming measures; the increasing
involvement of environmental and other regulators.
All of these, and more besides, can now make the prospects for the future
health of motorcycling as a leisure Dollar spend option or as a transport solution
look a lot less certain that it was even 20 years ago.
Indeed, and regrettably, this is the tint through which most motorcycle media
view the market. Like many of the riders rights groups, they are very willing to
observe the negatives that appear to surround the prospects for the future of
motorcycle riders, but the innate conservatism that sees all change as inherently
bad, that wants to honor and elevate some mythical bygone era status quo onto
a pedestal and place motorcycle riding in aspic, inured from the changes in culture

W

and technology that have always shaped it, is doing the future generations of
riders whose opportunities they lament no favors at all.
For within the apparently challenging issues there is an increasingly clear way
forward.
The emerging consumer preferences for a riding experience whose bragging
rights are visual, cultural and socially approved rather than outsider, disconnected
or adrenalin driven can already be seen to be driving those OE’s whose policies
to cater for a new definition of what constitutes a desire to go riding are well
advanced.
Harley are pointing to the emerging new market forces as being a “Premium”
market in which, ironically, the individualism of the riding experience they and
others are fighting to lay claim to be offering wins out over those who have been
hoist on the petard of their own once revolutionary cookie-cutters.
It just goes to show that what goes round really does come round. Superbikes
redefined motorcycling in the 1970’s and 1980’s, a background against which
Harley’s 1984 endeavours to introduce some oil-tight reliability to the nature of
their own power plants were initially treated with
hostility by the so-called purists.
That was until those self same purists owned an
Evo – after that the rest, as they say, is history.
Regardless of the extent to which Harley can be
accused of authoring some of their own recent
downfall (channel stuffing, dealer management
policies, demographic conservatism, aftershave etc),
Harley must also be acknowledged as having played a substantial role in the
wider changes that are now visibly playing out in the whole of the large
displacement marketplace.
It was their business model that secured Ducati’s future, it was their
demographic that BMW and Triumph coveted (resisting the temptation to get
age-shock and look elsewhere) and it was ‘their’ aftermarket that, in pointing to
life beyond stock, can be said to have been the all important first turn of the
wheel that is now heading for full circle.
With the Motor Company now showing re-energised hands on its tillers and
a refreshed understanding of how to manage its brand values and core
competencies in the post apocalyptic landscape of a recovering market, those
aftermarket ‘pilot-fish’ who have managed to stay the course should have greater
cause for optimism than the conservatives would have you believe.
As our own ‘local’ Great White, Harley will create tasty new morsels on which
to feast, and steer us towards new and as yet unseen sunlit uplands of business
opportunity to embrace, just as the evolution of the market they created with the
Evo did all those years ago.

post apocalyptic
landscape of
recovery

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com
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continued improvement in credit
performance.
In a move related to what it believes
will be a modest level of supply chain
interruption to the Company arising
from the March 11 earthquake and
tsunami in Japan, Harley-Davidson has
widened its full-year shipment
guidance.
The Company now expects to ship
215,000 to 228,000 Harley-Davidson
motorcycles to dealers and distributors
worldwide in 2011, compared to prior
shipment guidance of 221,000 to
228,000 motorcycles. In the second
quarter of 2011, Harley-Davidson
expects to ship 62,000 to 67,000

motorcycles.
“We continue to assess our supply
chains and, as a precaution, we have
decided to modestly reduce the lower
end of shipment guidance following
the events in Japan,” said Wandell.
“Our hearts go out to all the people of
Japan, including our community of
riders there. We are thankful for the
safety of our employees and dealers in
Japan and commend them for their
tremendous resilience through this
difficult period.” Harley says that its
full-year capital expenditures of
between $210 million and $230
million, will include $60 million to $75
million to support restructuring
activities.

S&S Cycle to warranty Big
Dog Motorcycle engines
S&S Cycle has followed the
news of the closure Big Dog
Motorcycles with an offer to
honor the warranty on the
engines used in the bikes. The
new warranty will be
available to all owners of Big
Dog motorcycles that were
still covered by the factory
warranty.
“I’m certainly sad to see a
good customer like BDM
close their doors,” said
George Smith Jr., S&S Cycle
President, “but I feel that we
need to shoulder the
responsibility, and make sure
the end customer gets a
square deal. I suppose we
could just look the other way,
but I won’t do that. After all,
these are S&S engines. We
built them and we’re going to
stand behind them.”
The special engine warranty
will remain in force for the
original owner of the bike,
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for as long as the original
vehicle warranty would have
lasted.
S&S Cycle has also confirmed
that it will be able to supply
engine parts to owners of Big
Dog motorcycles, while
owners of older BDM bikes
no longer under warranty can
have any engine repair work
done by an S&S dealer at the
same rate charged to any S&S
engine owner.

Harley-Davidson expects all
previously announced company-wide
restructuring activities, including those
related to the ratification of new labor
agreements at its vehicle operations in

Harley-Davidson sales revenue
and production data

1st Quarter 2011
Income statements in
$1,000s (except share)

THREE MONTHS ENDED
MAR 27, 2011
MAR 28, 2010

Net sales revenue
Gross profit
Total operating income
Net income
Diluted earnings per
common share
Figures are shown
in $1,000s

$1,037,335
$379,547
$126,107
$33,325

$0.51

$0.29

THREE MONTHS ENDED
MAR 27, 2011
MAR 28, 2010

H-D Motorcycles
Buell Motorcycles
Parts & Accessories
General Merchandise
Other
Total

$833,388
$113
$164,333
$62,566
$2,644
$1 ,063,044

$808,806
$10,790
$149,086
$66,255
$2,398
$1 ,037,335

MOTORCYCLE SHIPMENT DATA
NOTE: H-D Motorcycle
Shipment Data is not the
same as Retail Registrations

THREE MONTHS ENDED
MAR 27, 2011
MAR 28, 2010

United States

34,866

35,668

Exports

18,961

18,006

Total H-D

53,827

53,674

23

1,774

2011
22,496
20,670
10,661
53,827

2010
22,885
22,572
8,217
53,674

Buell

RETAIL SALES OF H-D MOTORCYCLES
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$1,063,044
$351,866
$125,062
$119,260

NET SALES REVENUE

PRODUCT MIX
Touring
Custom
Sportster
Total
S&S CYCLE
La Crosse, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 627 1497
Fax: 608 627 1488
E-mail: sscust@sscycle.com
www.sscycle.com

Kansas City, Mo., to result in one-time
charges of $510 million to $525
million, and annual ongoing savings of
$305 million to $325 million when
fully implemented.

North America
Europe
Asia Pacific
Latin America
Total

2011

2010

33,728
10,413
4,260
1,194
49,595

33,740
8,489
4,434
1,262
47,925

NEWS ROOM

DP Brakes supporting the
PowerSport Institute
DP Brakes is now offering
support to the PowerSport
Institute (PSI) with brake pad
technology needed for training
aids.
The PowerSport Institute (PSI),
located in North Randall, Ohio,
is a training school which
offers comprehensive diploma
programs and AAS in power
sport technology. In order to
further its training programs,
the PSI establishes industry

alliances, like the one
now created with DP
Brakes.
“I am really excited
to have DP Brakes on
board with PSI. DP brake pad
technology provides our
instructors with the knowledge
required to educate our
students on sintered metal
brake pad technology so they
can succeed in the field,” said
Bernie Thompson, campus
director at PSI.
While sintered metal is offered
in over 95 percent of original
manufacturer brake pads, DP
Brakes claims to be the only

Zipper’s 30 years
of performance
ZIPPER’S Performance Products is
celebrating 30 years of offering
performance products to the V-twin
industry. During its history, the
company was the first to develop and
market Twin Cam engine kits that
included a total R&D package. This
commitment to development remains
today with products that have been
proven to produce performance
improvements.
In recent years, Zipper’s and

aftermarket brake pad
manufacturer in the
motorcycle market to focus
100 percent of its production
on sintered metal brake pads.
DP BRAKES AND CLUTCHES
NORTH AMERICA
Lancaster, New York, USA
Tel: 716 681 8806
Fax: 716 681 8863
E-mail: dpbrakestm@aol.com
www.dp-brakes.com

Thunder Heart have been ahead of the
trends including the development of
the ThunderMax for throttle-by-wire
bikes and updating its Zipper’s engine
kits to address all types of riders with
many different price points, the most
recent new product being the
ThunderMax cams by Red Shift for fuel
injected Twin Cams.
ZIPPER’S PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTS
Elkridge, Maryland, USA
Tel: 410 579 2828
Fax: 410 579 2835
zippers@zippersperformance.com
www.zippersperformance.com

National Motorcycle Museum
Vintage Rally Bike Show
THE date for the first annual
National Motorcycle Museum
Vintage Rally Bike Show has
been set as June 4, 2011. The
show is open to all 1985 and
earlier American, British,
Japanese and European
motorcycles, scooters and minis,
racing, street and custom bikes.
Award plaques will be given for
first and second place in each
class, plus one Best of Show
winner for American, British,
Japanese and European. There
will also be an award for the
overall Best Preserved, the Best
Unrestored motorcycle and an
overall Best in Show.
The Vintage Bike Show is part of
the National Motorcycle
Museum’s Vintage Rally, June

3-5 at the National
Motorcycle Museum in
Anamosa, Iowa. In
addition to the show,
the Museum will
dedicate its new special
exhibition, Motorcycles at
Work showcasing police,
military, courier and other
commercial and special purpose
motorcycles.
A Sunday morning ride and
lunch will be held, hosted by
Motorcycle Classics magazine
over the weekend and there will
be the 62nd Annual Motorcycle
Hill Climb and Swap Meet by
the Midwest Hillclimbers, across
the Wapsipinicon River from the
Museum. This event will include
a special Vintage Hill Climb

class, sponsored by the National
Motorcycle Museum and J&P
Cycles.
NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE
MUSEUM
Anamosa, Iowa, USA
Tel: 319 462 3925
Fax: 319 462 3982
museum@nationalmcmuseum.org
www.nationalmcmuseum.org
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Polaris reports record first quarter results
POLARIS Industries, the company that
owns Victory Motorcycles, has
reported record first quarter net
income of $47.3 million, or $1.34 per
diluted share, for the quarter ended
March 31, 2011. By comparison, 2010
first quarter net income was $19.8
million, or $0.59 per diluted share.
Sales for the first quarter 2011 totaled
$537.2 million, an increase of 49
percent from last year's first quarter
sales of $361.7 million.
"We are extremely pleased with our
first quarter results, as the momentum
we built throughout 2010 continued
into 2011,” said Scott Wine, Polaris'
Chief Executive Officer. “Retail
demand for Polaris products in North
America remained strong throughout
the first quarter and we continued to
gain market share. Our International
business also remained strong, with
sales increasing 21 percent, and we
celebrated the grand opening of our
European headquarters in Switzerland
during the quarter.
“As a result of continuous
improvement efforts directed at cost
reduction and profitability
enhancements, we generated
significant margin expansion. In the
first quarter, gross margin improved by

210 basis points, and net income
margin increased 330 basis points to
8.8 percent of sales. In addition to our
strong first quarter results, we are
excited to announce the completion of
the purchase of Indian Motorcycle
Company, the maker of America's first
motorcycle (see full story on page
80). This transaction will complement
and enhance our on-road product
portfolio, and afford Polaris the
opportunity to bring our world-class
engineering, manufacturing, and
distribution capabilities to an iconic
American brand in the heavyweight
motorcycle market."
Sales of the On-Road Vehicles
division, comprised primarily of Victory
motorcycles, increased 77 percent to
$44.9 million during the first quarter
of 2011 when compared to the same
period in 2010. Polaris sales of OnRoad Vehicles to customers outside of
North America increased 59 percent
during the 2011 first quarter
compared to the prior year's first
quarter. In a positive sign for the
industry, the North American
heavyweight cruiser and touring
motorcycle retail sales declined only
slightly during the 2011 first quarter
compared to the prior year's first

quarter. Worldwide, Victory unit retail
sales were up modestly during the
2011 first quarter, with North
American retail sales down slightly
and retail sales outside of North

America increasing. North American
dealer inventory of Victory motorcycles
for the 2011 first quarter remained
approximately equal to comparable
2010 levels.
POLARIS INDUSTRIES
Medina, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 763 542 5000
www.polarisindustries.com

First Quarter Performance Summary(in thousands except per share data)
Product line Sales
Off-Road Vehicles

Three Months ended March 31
2011
2010 Change
$ 388,019

$ 250,403

55%

8,935

5,554

61%

On-Road Vehicles/Victory Motorcycles

44,908

25,353

77%

Parts, Garments & Accessories

95,336

80,398

19%

Total Sales

$ 537,198

$ 361,708

+49%

Gross profit

$ 151,835

$ 94,914

+60%

Operating Income

$ 69,583

$ 31,936

+118%

Net income

$ 47,310

$ 19,771

+139%

$ 1.34

$ 0.59

+127%

Snowmobiles

Diluted net income per share

NEWS

Custom Chrome Jammer and Touring catalogs launched
CUSTOM Chrome has
released stand alone versions
of its Jammer Handbook and
an all new Touring catalog.
With the Jammer Handbook,
Custom Chrome is returning
to the days when it released
a Jammer catalog separate
from its main catalog. The
Jammer Handbook, described
as one of the industry’s

original catalogs, was first
created during the
customizing craze of the
late 1960s and early 1970s.
“We decided that Jammer
should again have its own
place in the market,” said
Custom Chrome
International President and
CEO, Holger Mohr. “Our old
school dealers kept asking

for it and requesting their own
copy of the Jammer Handbook.
In short, we listened.”
CUSTOM CHROME
INTERNATIONAL
Morgan Hill, California, USA
Tel: 408 825 5000
Fax: 408 778 7001
info@customchrome.com
www.customchrome.com

Saxon shipping EFI models internationally
SAXON Motorcycles USA has put into
operation its plan to increase its
international motorcycle sales with the
shipping of new fuel injected models.
The company has now made electronic
fuel injection an option on most of the
models it sells internationally.EFI versions
of Saxon bikes have been dispatched to
Saxon’s Canadian Distributor SAR in
Winnipeg and Japanese Distributor UniAuto in Gifu, Japan.
The next international distributor to
receive the EFI option bikes will be the
newly appointed Riders Lane in Qatar,
which is handling distribution of Saxon
motorcycles in the Gulf.

SAXON MOTORCYCLES USA
Gilbert, Arizona, USA
Tel: 480 907 7500
Fax: 480 907 7518
www.saxonmotorcyclesusa.com
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Custom Chrome Dealer Shows 2011
CUSTOM Chrome International held
its Dealer Show at the Santa Clara CA
Convention Center, which included an
open day for the public on Sunday,
March 20th. The weekend long event
included show discounted pricing,
vendor product seminars, the annual
Dealer Welcome Reception, the
Saturday Custom Chrome Dealer
Show Party and the North American
Championship of the Custom Chrome
International Bike Show Series.
In the Custom Chrome
International Bike Show, builders from
the United States, Canada, Mexico and
Japan competed for the title of North
American Champion in four classes;
Championship, Modified Harley,
Jammer Old School and RevTech
Performance. Kirk Taylor of Custom
Design Studios took home the title of
North American Champion with his off

road inspired creation, The Dirty Boot.
In second was Satya Kraus with Snatch
and third was taken by Japanese
builder Custom Factory BB with their
entry Phoenix.
In the Jammer Old School Class, the
top position was taken by Yolo County
Choppers with Panic, followed by Lady
Luck from LA Speed Shop and in third
Kirk Taylor’s Sacred.
LA Speed Shop also triumphed in
the Modified Harley Class with
McPhiz. Zach Ness placed second with
Ness Bagger and third went to Nick’s
Dyna by Satya Kraus.
In the RevTech Performance class
the win was taken by Cole Foster for
Blue Bobber. Second went to Freak’n
Pan-a-Rican by Frisco Ron Ramos and
third was awarded to Josh Soto for The
Snake.
Following-on from the American

Blue Bobber built by Cole Foster
took the top honors in the
RevTech Performance class

Kirk Taylor with his
Championship winning
bike The Dirty Boot

Hiroyuki Hirata of Custom Factory BB from Hiroshima, Japan (left), Satya
Kraus/Kraus Motor Co. (center) and Kirk Taylor/Custom Design Studios were
awarded the top three places in the North American Championship
Abnormal Cycles sidecar outfit, Union took the top
honors in both the Jammer Old School and Modified
Harley classes at the European Championship

Larry Houghton of
Lamb Engineering
(center) who took
Best in Show with
Son of a Gun in the
European
Championship with
Andreas Scholz and
Holger Mohr of
Custom Chrome

12

show, Custom Chrome Europe held its
annual Dealer Show over the weekend
of March 26th and 27th at the PhönixHall in Mainz, Germany. Like its
American counterpart, the event was
for dealers only on the Saturday and
open to the public on the Sunday. Once
again, the highlight of the weekend
was the European Championship
custom show, a part of Custom
Chrome International’s Bike Show
Series. The event saw 120 bikes
entered by builders from 14 different
countries.
British builder Larry Houghton, of
Lamb Engineering, claimed the title of
European Champion with his 1951
BSA Gold Star based café racer Son of
a Gun. He was joined in the top three
by last year’s winner Garage 65, from

Italy, which had entered its latest build
Stargate and in third was Pura Vision
II built by Roman Bus of Wildstyle,
Czech Republic.
Abnormal Cycles’ sidecar outfit,
Union, took the top honors in the
Jammer Old School class, ahead of
France’s School Bar Atelier’s Springer
Revival and TMT Motorcycles’ heavily
modified Triumph TM 500.
It was a double win for Abnormal
when Union also triumphed in the
Modified Harley class. Second place
was awarded to former European
Championship winner Thunderbike for
its Ironhead Sportster Speedfreak.
Shaw Harley-Davidson followed its
win in the same class at the London
International Custom Show with a
third place at this event.
Continued on page 14 >>>
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Second place in the European Championship
was taken by Stargate from Garage 65
McPhiz from LA Speed Shop took the
top prize in the Modified Harley class

Roman Bus of Wildstyle
rounded the European top
three with Pura Vision II

Yolo County Choppers’ Panic was the
winning bike in the Jammer Old School class
Prometheus from Motorvisionen was a second
sidecar to place in the European Championship
taking the win in the RevTech class

<<< Continued from page 12

Motorvisionen, based in Dresden,
lifted the first place trophy in the
RevTech class with Prometheus, a
second sidecar outfit, while privateer
builder Christoph Madaus’ Billy Bob
placed second and Custom Wolf
round out the top three with 5 years.

CUSTOM CHROME
INTERNATIONAL
Morgan Hill, California, USA
Tel: 408 825 5000
Fax: 408 778 7001
info@customchrome.com
www.customchrome.com
CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE
Bad Kreuznach, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)671 88888 0
Fax: +49 (0) 671 88888 100
info@customchrome.com
www.customchrome.com

INDUSTRY EXTRA

Words & photography by Duncan Moore - duncan@dealer-world.com

Jaybrake carries the proud claim on all of its products that not only are they ‘Made in the USA’, but
also that ‘We make it’. The brake specialist keeps its manufacturing totally in-house, and standing
behind those claims is the man who founded the Jaybrake line, Jay Brainard
AY Brainard made his first set of forward
controls after riding into the back of a
car in front of him one time too many!
Not having managed to hit his brakes quick
enough when riding with his feet up on his
homemade highway pegs, little did he know
then that he would still be making foot
controls over thirty years later as Director of
Engineering for the Jaybrake program at
manufacturer Horschel Motorsports.
Jay’s story is a classic of its kind. He started
Jaybrake in 1979 as his riding friends began to ask
him to make them forward controls like the ones he

J

had made for his own bike. The business began in
Jay’s father’s garage, the same place as he made that
first set of controls. However, as the business began
to grow Jay needed help and began to get his
products made by a local machine shop in 1981.
By out-sourcing the manufacture of Jaybrake
components, Jay was able to spend more time
developing his designs and coming up with new
ideas for parts.
The new ideas and designs that Jay was coming
up with were so successful that Jay had to begin
looking around for a larger machine shop to take on
the production of his parts. His search took him to

Horschel Brothers Precision, a family-owned
business that was specializing in precision
engineering. It was to prove to be a good choice as
15 years after Jay first began to use the Horschels to
machine his components he knew they were the
right people to take his business on to the next level.
Having spent so many years building Jaybrake up
to a successful business, Jay was finding his life less
and less how he wanted it to be. Due to the way
Jaybrake had continually grown, Jay was mired down
with the day-to-day issue of running the firm rather
than riding his bike and designing new parts. In order
to rectify this situation he began talking to people
AMERICAN MOTORCYCLE DEALER - JUNE 2011
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about the possibility of selling Jaybrake and among
were Karl and Louis the eponymous brothers
behind Horschel Brothers Precision, and their
cousin Keith Horschel.
s a second generation biker and having been
machining components for Jaybrake for many
years it was an easy decision for Karl to make and
soon the business became known as Jaybrake by
Horschel Motorsport.
The new name was not the only change to take
place, as Karl and Louis had achieved ISO 9001-2000
certification for all of the companies they owned.This
certification means that Jaybrake, like the Horschels’
other businesses, is audited based on stringent
international quality standards for all manufacturing,
measuring, design and engineering functions. This is
a certification that can only be achieved by a
manufacturer who is willing to spend the time and
money involved to take its quality to this level.
Jay has remained with the company that bears his
name, and is now a key member of sales and
engineering. In this role he is free from the
distractions of running a business and instead is able
to concentrate on designing and developing new
products for Jaybrake. Examples of new products
which Jaybrake has created were showcased at the
V-Twin Expo in February and these include a new
set of forward controls for Bagger models that offer
a total of 4in of fore and aft adjustment to suit riders
large and small alike, and that also allow the brake
and shifter pegs to be moved to suit the rider’s height
too. On the brake front there are Ultra and Extreme
six-piston calipers that are direct bolt-on fit for the
front of ’00 onward models and work with 11.5in,
13in and 300mm rotors.To match these there is also
a new rear Ultra caliper for ’08 onward Touring
models. It has been designed so that the only work
needed to fit it is to screw in two bolts and attach

A
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The Extreme is one of Jaybrake’s new six-piston
calipers for use on 2000 onward bikes

the brake line and these parts are the OE items. too.
he connection between the Horschels’
companies, Jaybrake and the manufacture of
brake components led to another acquisition for Karl
Horschel in 2006. ProFab was, and still is, well
known for its innovative transmission mounted
brakes. However, what is less well known is that
when Bob Slack, ProFab’s owner, was developing
the brake, he had turned to Jaybrake or help with it.
Indeed it was Jay Brainard and Karl Horschel who
helped to design the concept for production.
Therefore, when Bob also decided the time was right
for him to sell his business, it was an obvious choice
for Karl to add the company to the developing
portfolio of Horschel Motorsports Group, the
umbrella company under which he and his brother
run their businesses.
As with Jaybrake, Jay and Karl are pushing product
development at ProFab. One of the first new
developments linked with ProFab to come to market
was the J-Four Tranzbrake, an improvement on the
original two-piston design. The brake is designed to
mount to right-side drive transmissions, cleaning up
and uncluttering the bike’s rear wheel. The direct
bolt-on design allows for easy installation and the
whole package includes a progressively sized fourpiston caliper, 23-tooth sprocket and necessary
hardware in stainless steel.
apid development work like the Tranzbrake is
done easily thanks to the Horschels’ investment
in manufacturing and prototyping technology. The

T

R

employees at Horschel have access to 60 CNC
machines in total, a laser welder, a robotic MIG
welder and Solidworks computer software which
allows designs to be transferred from computer
screen directly to a rapid prototyping machine; all
housed in an 80,000 sq ft facility in Springville, New
York.
he constant creation of new products is an
important issue for Karl, and he does not see the
current softening of the market as doing anything
other than increasing the importance of newer
product development still further for all
manufacturers.
He says rather that: “A weak market is an
opportunity to win business through innovation and
hard work.We are always looking forward to develop
new products that we think people will want, and
that can improve their riding experience. As riders
ourselves long before we got into the motorcycle
parts business we know what pushed our buttons as
consumers.” He explains how this works in practice:
“Over half our product is directed at stock Harley
guys who want a bolt-on product. That is where the
bulk of our development is going.”

T

The latest switches from Jaybrake have a split
design that allows the front to be taken off for
maintenance without having to remove the whole
of the switch body

2in of forward or 2in of rearward adjustment is
available with the latest forward controls from
Jaybrake – the JFX controls

JAYBRAKE
Springville, New York, USA
Tel: 716 592 0554
Fax: 716 592 7075
E-mail: info.jaybrake@hbpllc.com
www.jbrake.com
The Ultra has been created as a bolt-on
high-performance rear caliper for ’08 onward
Touring models
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Monotube fork cartridge kit
for Softails
PROGRESSIVE Suspension has
released a high performance
upgrade for the forks used on
Softail models. The Monotube
fork kit is designed to replace
the stock open bath internals
with a set of gas charged
monotube dampers and custom
tuned fork springs, in both stock and
lowered versions.
Monotube style damping is said to improve ride comfort,
and resistance to front brake dive as well as improving front
end stability, cornering and bottoming control.
The kit fits most ‘00 – ‘11 H-D Softail model forks, and
replaces all of the internal parts. It converts dual damper rods
to high performance monotube damping.

PROGRESSIVE SUSPENSION
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 8700
Fax: 714 523 1974
E-mail: info@progressivesuspension.com
www.progressivesuspension.com

New sintered H-D brake apps from DP
DP Brakes has two new offerings
of brake pads for HarleyDavidsons. The first of these is
replacement front and rear brake
pads for H-D trikes. The front
fitment part number will be the
existing DP962 which fits most
late FLH and FLS models. For the
rear, there will be a new part
number DP510.
A second new application option
will be sintered metal
replacement pads for all ’11
Harley Davidsons. The new DP
part numbers are DP986 and
DP987 for the Dynas and the
DP962 for the FLH and FLS models.
DP Brakes also offer a complete range for previous
years’ models.
Larry Mills, President of DP Brakes North America:
“All DP brake pads will provide significant
improvement in performance and durability over

DP Brakes DP510 sintered brake pads are for
use on the rear of H-D trikes

stock pads”. He added, “Riders will
experience fade free performance
under all conditions, plus, all DP
Brake pads are quiet, dust free and
are non-abusive to the rotors”.
DP BRAKES AND CLUTCHES NORTH AMERICA
Lancaster, New York, USA
Tel: 716 681 8806
Fax: 716 681 8863
E-mail: dpbrakestm@aol.com
www.dp-brakes.com

Dead Center Smoothies bags
MAG Connection now has the Smoothies hard bags made by
Dead Center Cycles available from stock.
The smoothed out design bags are a direct replacement for
the stock ones on FL models and use the factory hardware
from ‘93 and newer FLH and FLHT models. Created with a
31⁄4in stretch, they are designed to be opened while the rider
is still seated on the bike. Once the compression latch is
disengaged the bag lid opens outwards in the same way as
police model Road King bags.
The fiberglass bags are supplied complete with lids and
have a smooth finish inside and out and paint matching is an
option.
MAG CONNECTION
Paris, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)8 20 82 01 11
Fax: +33 (0)1 42 01 12 00
info@mag-connection.com
www.mag-connection.com
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Gray Indian’s
forward
controls
GRAY INDIAN'S, an Italian aftermarket parts
specialist who work with billet aluminum, has
introduced a new range of forward controls.
Two versions of the new controls are being
offered; one to fit Dyna models and Street Bobs from
’99 onward and the second for ’04 onward

Sportsters, including the Iron.
Machined from billet aluminum, the controls
feature Teflon bushings and are finished in a choice
of black or clear anodizing, with three styles of
design; embossed grip, smooth-tipped or knurled
grip.

GRAY INDIAN’S S.N.C
Cavezzo (MO), ITALY
Tel: +39 0535 58376
Fax: +39 0535 411266
E-mail: info@grayindian.it
www.grayindian.it

Bolt-on turbo kit for Victory
TRASK Performance has extended its line of
bolt-on turbo application to include a new
application for use on Victory bikes. The
Victory models which can now be turbo
charged include all 8 Ball cruisers (Vegas 8
Ball, Hammer 8 Ball, and Kingpin 8 Ball) the
custom cruisers (Vegas Jackpot, kingpin
Vegas, and High Ball) and the muscle
cruisers (Hammer and Hammer S).
The turbo systems include a Garrett GT
series ceramic ball bearing turbo charger
specially modified by Trask for use on
Victory power plants. The system is preset

to run 8lbs of boost and requires no internal
modification.
The Trask Victory turbo systems are
available in three finish options; black,
polished and chrome, and a mixed black and
chrome.
TRASK PERFORMANCE
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Tel: 623 879 8488
Fax: 623 879 8470
E-mail: info@traskperformance.com
www.traskperformance.com

Sportster 48 accessories from Fehling
THE 48 is the latest Sportster model from HarleyDavidson to be catered for with luggage options by
Fehling.
Luggage rack options, manufactured in steel tube,
include a version that works with Givi/Kappa Cruise
Case hard bags. A universal bag rack is also offered
by Fehling for the 48, again made from tubular steel
and both designs can be ordered in chrome or black.

A rack with a
built-in rider
sissypad is an
option for the
Sportster 48
from Fehling

The tubular steel fender rack is
available in black or chrome finishes

The sheet steel luggage rack from Fehling
follows the contour of the 48’s rear fender

Fehling is making highway bars for use on H-D’s
Sportster 48

Fehling has universal bags racks available for use
on the H-D 48

Three versions of rack to mount on the rear fender
are available. The first uses sheet steel, which is
contoured to match the line of the fender.The second
option is tubular steel and the third version
incorporates a sissypad for the rider.
Alongside the luggage carrying options, Fehling is
also manufacturing highway bars for use on the H-D
Sportster 48 in a choice of black or chrome finishes.

Givi/Kappa Cruise Case hard bags can be used
with the dedicated racks made by Fehling for the
Sportster 48

FEHLING
Wickede (Ruhr), GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)2377 2033
Tel from US: 01149 2377 2033
Fax: +49 (0)2377 1635
E-mail: info@fehling.de
www.fehling.de
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Sinister Industries Bagger parts

Sinister’s headlight bezel is designed for ’09
onward Road Glides

JOHN Shope’s Sinister Industries has
introduced a range of custom
parts for use on Bagger
applications.
The Pissed Off headlight bezel
is designed for ’09 onward
Road Glides but can be used to
earlier bikes if they are
upgraded to ’09 or later
headlight assemblies.
The Big Baller gauge housing has
been created to recess the speedo
and tach and reduce reflections from
the gauges. Made of high strength injection
molded urethane, it is said to make the
gauges easier to read in strong sunlight

The Big Baller gauge bezel from Sinister
Industries is said to make the gauges easier to
read in strong sunlight

The hand-laid fiberglass Wrap
fender is for use with 26in wheels

Sinister’s Edge front fender has an
accent molded along its length

The Dirty 30 fender is for use with 30in front wheels

while giving a custom look.
Two versions of a 26in wheel front fender
are being made available by Sinister
Industries; the Edge and the Bad Ass Wrap.
Both designs have an accent molded into
them along the center.
For those running a 30in front wheel,
Sinister offers its Dirty 30 fender. The handlaid fiberglass fender is for use on FL
models fitted with a 30in wheel.

JOHN SHOPE’S SINISTER INDUSTRIES
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Tel: 623 465 5263
Fax: 623 742 7313
E-mail: john@sinisterindustries.com
www.sinisterindustries.com
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Wire Plus black
‘contrast’ style
replacement
housing
WIRE Plus Powersports Electronics’
newest introduction is its contrast style
‘Old School’ seat post replacement
assembly which includes a billet
housing, power control module and key
switch.
The system features a CNC machined
teardrop shaped billet assembly and

includes a robust ignition key. The power
control module has four separate power
circuits, replaceable start relay and
diagnostic LEDs, which can be viewed
through holes in the face of the housing.
It has been designed for use on bikes
where the owner wants to update the
bike’s look and performance, but have
older style units that originally came on
custom production bikes.
The new assembly plugs into an existing
Wire Plus harness (not included).
Available in a black powder coated
finish, the replacement housing also
comes as a complete seat post mount
wiring system, either complete with
lighting control module for stock style
handlebars and turns, or chopper style
without turns and with automotive start.

WIRE PLUS
Winfield, Kansas, USA
Tel: 620 221 2417
Fax: 620 221 2925
E-mail: sales@wire-plus.com
www.wire-plus.com

Sumax
Sportster
bags

SUMAX’S extensive range of hard bag options has
now expanded with the introduction of bags and
associated brackets for use on ’04 and onward
Sportster models.
The brackets are powder coated black by Sumax
and feature 1/4-turn bag disconnects with Dzus
fasteners, like those on all H-D Touring models.
These connectors allow the brackets to be used with
either Sumax hard bags or H-D hard or soft bags
from ‘93 onward.
Sumax’s own bags are constructed from
composite fibreglass, with the outside finished with
a gel coat primer ready for paint.The inside is finished
with a trunk liner. The bag’s lids open from back to
front with push button lockable latches and all the
hardware and hinges are stainless steel.
Among the options offered are extended and wide
versions and pre-installed plug-in LED lighting
featuring run, stop and turn functions.
SUMAX
Oriskany, New York, USA
Tel: 315 768 058
Fax: 315 768 1046
E-mail: info@sumax.com
www.sumax.com
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D&D Bob Cat Sportster exhaust
D&D Performance Exhaust has released its
Bob Cat exhaust for use on Sportsters built
between ‘04 and ’11. The new system is a 2into-1 pipe, offered in a range of finishes
and complete with heat shields. The end
caps are available in black or chrome with
the canister offered in polished aluminum,
black or carbon fiber, and the Bob Cat
works with both mid-controls and forwardcontrols.

D&D uses its new ‘Concentric Flow’ baffle
system in the Bob Cat, which is derived
from collaboration with the University of
Texas at Arlington Mechanical & Aerospace
Engineering Department, and it is claimed
to increase torque and horsepower by up to
10 percent.
Alongside the Bob Cat exhaust, D&D
provides a performance kit option that
includes a Bob Cat and a Zipper’s HiFlow air
cleaner.

D&D PERFORMANCE EXHAUST
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Tel: 817 834 8961
Fax: 817 831 4260
E-mail: danddexhaust@msn.com
www.danddexhaust.com

New tools from Goodson
GOODSON is continuing to cater for the specialist
needs of engine builders with the launch of its AV&V
kits. Designed to resist pressure loss and failure
associated with extremely aggressive cams in high
compression engines, the kits include eight springs,
eight steel retainers, and 16 triple groove keepers.

Goodson’s AV&V kits are designed
to resist pressure loss and failure
associated with extremely
aggressive cams in high
compression engines

To ease the installation and removal of valve
keepers, Goodson has redesigned its Keeper-Eeze.
Now with fewer parts and a smaller handle, the
Keeper-Eeze features a magnetic remover that holds
the keepers and retainers until they are pulled off and
a ‘Chamber Bag’ to hold the valves in place when
using the Keeper-Eeze.

Two new sizes of Viton Valve seals to fit bronze
and OE cast iron guides have been introduced by
Goodson

The company’s line of Viton valve seals has been
expanded with the introduction of two new sizes to
fit bronze and OE cast iron guides. The seals are
claimed to resist temperatures up to 50 degrees
higher than other Viton seals. Evo and Twin Cam
stock length guides need to be shortened with a
.420in valve seal cutter.

The Goodson seal driver is for use with the
company’s .421in and .531in Viton valve seals

To work with AV&V Viton valve seals, Goodson has
a seal driver for use with its .421in and .531in Viton
valve seals.

The Keeper-Eeze has been redesigned by Goodson

GOODSON TOOLS & SUPPLIES
Winona, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 507 452 1830
Fax: 507 452 2907
orderdesk@goodson.com
www.goodson.com
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New introductions at
Motorcycle Storehouse

The VO2 Naked air cleaner
works with the bike’s
stock air cleaner cover

MOTORCYCLE Storehouse has continues to expand
the line of parts produced by Rivera Primo which it
stocks, and the latest addition is the company’s
reinforced inner primary housing for four-speed
Shovelheads.

Bender Cycle’s
Clean Drain is a
spill proof oil
drain plug
Motorcycle Storehouse has RSD gas caps
available in four styles and three finish options
Rivera Primo’s reinforced inner primary housing
for four-speed Shovelheads can be purchased via
Motorcycle Storehouse

Originally manufactured under the Cal-Products
name, the housing fits all’65 – ‘84 Shovelheads, or
Evo Big Twin engines used with a four-speed
transmission. The increased strength due to the
reinforcement is said to prevent the cracking
problems found in standard housings, yet is designed
to have stock dimensions and take stock
components.
Another US company whose products are carried
by Motorcycle Storehouse is Roland Sands Design,
its gas caps are now available. CNC machined from

billet aluminum, the caps are offered in four styles;
Café, Gear Drive,Tech and Tracker, and three finishes;
Chrome, Contrast Cut or Black Ops.
Vance & Hines is another US company that
Motorcycle Storehouse works closely with, and its
VO2 Naked air intake is available through the
Netherlands-based distributor. Designed as a highflow replacement kit for use with the stock air cleaner
cover, the VO2 Naked includes a high-flow washable
filter element, larger inlet backing plate and billet
venturi. Versions are available to fit Sportster, Dyna,
Softail and Touring models.
The Clean-Drain oil drain plug by Bender Cycle can
now be purchased via Motorcycle Storehouse. The

Clean-Drain is a 5/8-18 threaded plug that is
installed in the bike’s oil tank instead of the regular
drain plug. Once in place it works like a brake bleed
nipple, attach a hose and open the plug allowing oil
to flow though the nipple and hose, without spillage.
Clean-Drain plugs are available in black or silver
anodized aluminum.

MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE
Bedum, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)50 303 9775
Fax: +31 (0)50 303 9777
E-mail: info@mcseurope.nl
www.mcseurope.nl
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Desert Digits

Legend Air
Suspension
ape hanger
control wiring

LEADER Motorcycle has developed its
Desert Digits hand and leg protectors to
provide riders with protection from the
elements.
The Digits have been designed to allow
them to mount on any round bar (1in to
1.25in diameter), meaning they can be
fitted to handlebars and crash bars.

The convex shape of the digits is said to
funnel air away form the rider, unlike
traditional designs of wind deflectors which
allow the wind and rain to travel around the
edges.
Desert Digits are manufactured from
marine-grade vinyl and the hardware is
stainless steel and chrome plated.

LEADER MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES
St. Francis, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 763 535 1440
Fax: 763 535 1442
E-mail: ride@leadermotorcycle.com
www.leadermotorcycle.com

LEGEND Air Suspension has increased the flexibility
of its airride systems, which use exclusive Gates
Kevlar Air Spring technology, with the addition of an
extended wiring harness for use with ape hanger and
other custom handlebar applications.
The additional 16in of
plug and play wiring
attaches to the current prewired handlebar control
system and extends it to a
total of 86in. Wiring is shrinkwrapped and can be run
through the handlebars. The
new extension can be added to
Legend’s standard black or chrome
handlebar control and to any diameter handlebar
controls currently offered.
LEGEND AIR SUSPENSION
Sturgis, South Dakota, USA
Tel: 605 720 4202
Fax: 605 720 4207
E-mail: info@legendsuspensions.com
www.legendsuspensions.com
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Milwaukee Bagger stretched bags
MILWAUKEE Bagger’s first stretched bags
were made in 2002 by Nick Trip to fit a ’03
Electra Glide Classic. The design was then
refreshed in 2008, and now another design
revision has taken place.
The latest incarnation of the company’s
stretched bags has a side body line that

wraps around to the front of the saddlebags.
In addition, the bottom front corner has
been rounded to match your side covers.
All of Milwaukee Bagger’s bags are made in
Wisconsin using injected fiberglass material,
with gel-coat on the inside as well as the
outside to create a smooth finish on both
surfaces.
The stretched saddlebags accommodate
stock exhaust pipes, oval and oversized
pipes. The company also makes saddlebags
for 2-into-1 exhaust systems and without
exhaust cut-outs for a custom.

MILWAUKEE BAGGER
Pewaukee, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 414 550 9550
E-mail: sales@milwaukeebagger.com
www.milwaukeebagger.com

PM adds to trike wheel line-up
PERFORMANCE Machine (PM), which entered the
trike market in 2010 with a line of forged trike
wheels, has released details of its 2011 line of trike
specific designs for Harley-Davidson, Victory and
other select OEM applications.
PM uses a specifically designed wheel blank that
has been developed to be a perfect match for its
forged motorcycle wheels. The trike wheels are
offered in the stock 15 x 5.5in replacement size and
the option of upgrading to 18 x 5.5in.
The 2011 line of wheels is made up of the
Paramount, Torque, Heathen, Luxe, Riviera and the
Wrath, all of which are offered with matching
components.

Paramount

Luxe

Wrath

Torque

Performance Machine offers tire mounting and
computerized balancing on its trike wheels direct
from the factory. The trike wheels can be supplied
with Goodyear 215/45 tires mounted.

PERFORMANCE MACHINE
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 3000
Fax: 714 523 3007
E-mail: sales@performancemachine.com
www.performancemachine.com

Riveria

Heathen
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XR 1200
dynamic belt
tensioner
FREE Spirits’ latest race derived piece for the Harley
XR 1200 is a dynamic final drive belt tensioner.
While the stock tensioner is designed to keep the
belt under tension, however, when the suspension is
completely unloaded the tension is increased to a

level where it can potentially damage the belt. In
order to rectify this problem, the Free Spirits dynamic
tensioner is spring loaded and designed to maintain
a tension of 10.5kg (depending on model) regardless
of swingarm position. This is said to lead to
lengthened belt and bearing life.
FREE SPIRITS
Carrè (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 390437
Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail: info@freespirits.it
www.freespirits.it

Turbine air
cleaner
JOSH’S Boars Nest is now producing its
Turbine air cleaner kit to fit all Big Twin
models from Harley-Davidson. The kit,
which includes a K&N filter element with
stainless hardware, fits bikes with carbs or
fuel injection including 08 onward Touring
models using throttle-by-wire controls.

JOSH’S BOARS NEST
Oceanside, California, USA
Tel: 760 757 4294
Fax: 760 439 4644
E-mail: joshbnc@aol.com
www.boarsnestchoppers.com

Parts for old and new H-D models at W&W
W&W is catering for owners of both old and new
model Harley-Davidsons with the latest additions to
its range of parts.
The German parts distributor is now carrying
replacement front hub drum brakes for 45ci Flathead
solo models from ’30 – ’52 and ’34 – ’40 Servi-Cars.
The steel hub is finished in black powder-coat.

Kustom Tech’s brass
risers work with 1in
bars and provide 1in
of pullback

A replacement front
drum brake hub is
available through
W&W for Flatheads
and Servi-Cars
The RSD gauge and headlight
relocator mounts the headlamp 2in
lower than stock on Sportsters

The Mooneyes
wheel covers fit
16in spoked
wheel rims

Brass Deluxe risers from Italy’s Kustom Tech
provide 1in of pullback and clamp 1in diameter
handlebars.W&W is offering them in polished, satin,
natural, chrome and satin chrome finishes.
The ‘Old School’ theme is continued at W&W with
the addition of Mooneyes Starburst wheel covers to
the company’s product line. The two-piece wheel
covers are machined form aluminum to fit 16in rims
with spokes and disc or drum brake.
For riders of current Sportster models, W&W has
fork-mounted Café Racer clip-on bars by Roland

Sands Design. Machined form billet aluminum, the
bars fit 39mm fork tubes and are available in black
or chrome finishes.
To match the clip-ons, W&W is also carrying the
RSD gauge and headlight relocator. Once installed,
it moves the stock speedometer from the top of the
handlebar clamp to the front of the top triple tree
and lowers the stock headlight two inches. It allows
for use of any aftermarket risers, or completely
eliminates the risers when the RSD Café Racer clipons are used.

Chrome or black are the
finish options on the RSD
Café Racer clip-on bars for
Sportster 39mm fork tubes

W&W CYCLES AG
Wuerzburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)931 250 61 16
Fax: +49 (0)931 250 61 20
E-mail: sales@wwag.com
www.wwag.com
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More additions to Biker’s Choice range
BIKER’S Choice is now carrying the Progressive
Suspension line of 970 Series shock absorbers.
Designed for use on performance oriented twin
shock bikes, the 970 Series shocks feature piggyback
reservoirs, a high pressure gas charge and deflective
disc valving, all packaged in a mono-tube style body.
Tuning of the shocks is taken care of by threaded
preload adjustment on the progressive rate springs
and an external compression adjustment knob. Both
stock and extended lengths are available from Biker’s
Choice to fit Dyna models and the XR1200.

Cobra’s Tri-Oval slip-on mufflers can be used with
stock head pipes or Cobra PowerPort head pipes
The Twin Power gasket board can be purchased
with or without gaskets sets included

Progressive
Suspension’s
970 Series
shocks are
available to fit
Dyna models
and the
XR1200

A new slip-on option by Cobra, which is now
available through Biker’s Choice, is the black TriOval.The new muffler features a billet V-tip and dual
exhaust ports. The slip-on, which begins in a round
section, flows into a tri-oval shape at the rear which
measures 5.5in wide and 3.5in high.A second finish
option is a black body with a chrome tip. The
mufflers work with stock head pipes or Cobra
PowerPort head pipes.
A second exhaust option being offered by Biker’s
Choice is the Power Tune Duals by S&S Cycle.
Claimed to increase power by 8hp over the stock
headers, the Power Tune Duals create the look of
independent duals while having a hidden crossover.
The rear pipe is also moved under the bike to reduce
radiated heat to the passenger. Constructed from 16gauge steel, they have a full chrome heat shielding
with 220 degrees of coverage and updated sensor
bungs, and a spherical inlet design for improved

S&S Cycle’s Power Tune Duals create the look of
independent duals while having a hidden
crossover pipe

sealing and exhaust gasket durability. The Power
Tune Duals are compatible with all slip on mufflers
and fit ’95 – ‘11 touring models.
Among the Twin Power products being carried by
Biker’s Choice is a gasket board. Each board
includes both the OEM part number and the Biker’s
Choice part number for ease of ordering and
reordering.The boards are supplied with or without
Twin Power gaskets in packets of five, and they are
produced with pre-punched holes to line up with
any standard peg board.
A second range of Twin Power product now being
sold by Biker’s Choice are replacement starter
motors, in sizes from 1.2kW up to 1.8kW.The starters
are said to exceed the original manufacturer’s

Twin Power replacement starter motors are offered
in a range of sizes from 1.2kW up to 1.8kW

specifications and are OEM interchangeable. They
feature double sealed bearings, and the heavy-duty
gear reduction starter is claimed to provide more
torque and the heavy-duty clutch drive offers longer
life for the starters.
BIKER’S CHOICE
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Tel: 817 258 9000
Fax: 817 258 9055
E-mail: swall@bikerschoice.com
www.bikerschoice.com

PRODUCTS

CRC GPS
holder

CRC Custom Parts has introduced a GPS holder
designed specifically for use on H-D’s Big Twins.
The mount bolts directly to the handlebar risers on
all Big Twins from ’74 onward (except Road King,
Electraglide and V-Rod) and is suitable for use with
most GPS units. The two-piece mount is said to
reduce vibrations and the upper part can be easily
removed.
The base plate is available in black or chrome and

is suitable for 90mm, 105mm and 120mm bolt hole
spacing across the risers.
CRC CUSTOM PARTS
Marburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6421 64650
E-mail: crctmarx@aol.com
www.crc-custom-parts.de

Von Braun Roadster slip-ons

VON BRAUN’S Roadster slip-on mufflers are
a bolt-on fitment for all Harley-Davidson
touring models.
The slip-ons feature domed, mesh end-caps
compression formed from 550-gauge
stainless steel finishing the 4in muffler
bodies. They are available in four color
options.

VON BRAUN EXHAUST
West Tisbury, Massachusetts, USA
Tel: 774 563 8296
Fax: 508 693 8735
E-mail: info@vonbraunusa.com
www.vonbraunusa.com

Derby and
inspection
cover seals
JAMES Gaskets has derby and inspection cover
gaskets available for both Evo and Twin Cam models.
The gaskets for ’79 – ‘84 Evo models have a solid
steel core completely encapsulated in NBR rubber
with molded beading. For ‘99 to present Twin Cam
models, the derby cover gasket features an
elastomer beading to replace to the washers for all
cover mounting screws. Inspection cover gaskets for
these models have a steel core fully encapsulated
with NBR rubber.
The James derby and inspection cover gaskets are
suitable for re-use as long as there is no damage to
the gasket’s sealing surface.

JAMES GASKETS
Dayton, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 2220
Fax: 775 246 2235
customerservice@jamesgaskets.com
www.jamesgaskets.com
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C&C Motorcycle Greg’s
Wizards’ Out
Deepsickness Of The Blue
Seats LoPro
Reckless bars
2Up seats

C&C Motorcycle Seats is now offering its line of onepiece ‘LoPro 2Up’ seats in designs for Harley-Davidson
Sportsters and some Big Twin models.
Like other C&C LoPro seats, this version features
a lowered seat height for the rider to offer better bike
control for riders with short legs.
C&C seats can be ordered in a variety of available
stitch patterns with a choice of thread color to accent
paint or graphics, along with the choice of vinyl fabric
coverings in black,colors and textures,or exotic hides
including Alligator and Ostrich.
C&C MOTORCYCLE SEATS
Paramount, California, USA
Tel: 562 531 6185
E-mail: ccseats@sbcglobal.net
www.ccseats.com

THE Deepsickness line of products has been
extended by the parts’ designer Greg Rice with the
addition of the Deepsickness Reckless handlebars.
The Reckless bars are offered two ways;pre-drilled
for external wiring, or for internal wiring to give a
bike a clean look. They are made of 1-1/2in DOM
steel tubing and measure 32in end to end with 6in
of rise. Customizing is available, with the rise being
made longer or shorter to fit different riding styles.
They are offered in raw, chromed, and powder coated
with pinstriped finishes or painted to match the bike.

WIZARDS has created what it claims is a
cure for exhaust pipe bluing with the
introduction of its Out Of The Blue.
The Out Of The Blue kit includes a special
polishing cloth to remove bluing and
discoloration from chrome or stainless
exhausts. The concentrated micro polish is
designed to restore pipes, shields or stacks
to a pre-bluing condition by polishing off
the blue discolored coating caused by
overheating, oil residues or contaminants
that have burned onto the pipe, improper
tuning, or a combination of several causes.

GREG’S CUSTOM CYCLE WORKS
Clearwater, Florida, USA
Tel: 727 776 2744
E-mail: info@gregscycles.com
www.gregscycles.com

WIZARDS MOTORCYCLE
PRODUCTS
Hanover, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 800 356 7223
Fax: 763 497 5125
sales@wizardsproducts.com
www.wizardsproducts.com

PRODUCTS

Century-Rocket frame by TBW
TEXAS Bike Works (TBW) has extended its line of
RetroFrames with the introduction of its new
Century-Rocket.
The new frame, which TBW launched at the V-Twin
Expo, uses ‘70s small tube diameter styling and
mounts a modern era Sportster drivetrain. It is
constructed with 0.120in wall, AISI 1020 DOM
tubing, using 1in frame rails with a 11⁄2in backbone
and seat post. The Century-Rocket features a 5in
forward and 2in up stretch with a 38-degree rake to
utilize a 4in over fork. The rear of the frame is

designed to accept a 130mm tire with a chain final
drive.
All TBW Retro Frames are TIG-welded in the
company’s patent-pending, adjustable/rotisseriestyle jig and are computer-engineered in SolidWorks
CAD software, followed by a corresponding
stress/strain-field finite-element-analysis (FEA)
performed in COSMOSWorks.
TEXAS BIKE WORKS
Granbury, Texas, USA
Tel: 817 326 0288
E-mail: jason@texasbikeworks.com
ww.texasbikeworks.com

CCI stocking Rinehart Touring slip-ons
CUSTOM Chrome International has a
range of new slip-on muffler options for
Touring models by Rinehart available
for 2011.
Options available include chrome dual
4in mufflers with black end caps or
black 4in mufflers to fit all ’95 – ‘11
Touring models with factory dual
systems. There is a chrome single 4in
muffler with black end cap to fit all
2011 FLHX and FLTR Custom models
with the factory 2-into-1 exhaust
system, and a chrome 3.5in single
muffler to fit the same models. Both of
the 2-into-1 options are also available
in a black finish.

CUSTOM CHROME INTERNATIONAL
Morgan Hill. California, USA
Tel: 408 825 5000
Fax: 408 778 7001
E-mail: info@customchrome.com
www.customchrome.com

Rinehart 4 inch SlipOn Touring /Rinehart’s
Touring model slip-on mufflers are offered in
both 3.5in and 4in sizes and a choice of finishes

PRODUCTS

Drag Specialties continues to
expand range
DRAG Specialties not only carries
custom parts and accessories for
H-D models, but also stock
replacement parts such as its own
line of reproduction smooth
chrome fork tins. The three-piece
sets are available to fit ’86 – ‘08
FLST models.

Drag Specialties’ reproduction fork tins are
available to fit ’86 – ‘08 FLST models

Another of Drag Specialties’ own pieces
which is a replacement for the stock H-D
part is the company’s chrome kickstand. The
stand is available in a wide range of options
to fit ’91 – ‘11 models to replace OEM or
shorter kickstands for bikes with lowered
suspension.
Fit options on the Drag Specialties’
kickstand include ’91 – ‘11 H-D
models to replace OEM

Drag Specialties’ EZ Glide III backrest
assembly has been developed by the
company for riders looking for a taller pad
on the backrest of its own line of seats with
EZ Glide II applications. The backrest
assembly, which pivots and will fold
forward 2in, uses polished, nickel-chrome
finished, zinc-plated hardware, a 14-gauge
steel internal base plate pad, and measures
10in wide by 71⁄2in tall. A sewn-in zipper
pouch on the rear of the pad is also

The Drag Specialties’
EZ Glide III backrest
assembly works with
the company’s own
line of seats with EZ
Glide II applications

The Dynojet Power Vision now available through
Drag Specialties is claimed to be the quickest and
most powerful flash tuner on the market

included. The covering of the pad is solarreflective leather in the contact area and
automotive-grade vinyl on the sides.
Alongside its own brand products, Drag
Specialties is also carrying the Dynojet
Power Vision, which is claimed to be the
quickest and most powerful flash tuner on
the market. The display’s interface cable
plugs directly to the bike’s diagnostic
connector and does not require the use of a
computer. Once connected, the user selects
the tune and follow the on-screen prompts
to flash the bike. Tunes can also be edited
directly from the Power Vision which stores
up to six different tunes.
Dynojet pre-configured tunes are preloaded
onto the unit for all H-D models with Delphi
ECM (except 2011 Softails). Power Vision
will then identify the bike’s information and
automatically sort hundreds of applicable,
dyno-proven tunes.

The Vance & Hines Throttlepak throttle management
system for ’08 – ‘11 H-D Throttle-by-Wire models
can now be ordered through Drag Specialties

A second aftermarket tuning option
available through Drag Specialties is the
Vance & Hines Throttlepak throttle
management system for ’08 – ‘11 H-D
Throttle-by-Wire models. In use it is said to
improved response and acceleration. This
system will work on any bikes’
configuration, whether stock, modified or
any exhaust combination.

DRAG SPECIALITIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
Fax: 608 758 4677
E-mail: drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com
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SuperTrapp
slip-ons for
Tri Glides
SUPERTRAPP’S range of slip-on exhaust mufflers
now includes options for 2011 and earlier Tri-Glide
models from the Motor Company.
Among the range of slip-ons offered are Stout 4in
mufflers under both the SuperTrapp and Kerker
brands. The newly shaped inlets used on both
versions are said to flow better into the OEM head
pipe as well as SuperTrapp True Dual head pipes.The
SuperTrapp Stouts’ tapered core is slightly louder
than stock, and it is said to provide a broad spread
power curve from idle with a 9.3hp and 10.5 torque
gain.The Kerker Stouts utilize a more traditional core
which targets a higher spread of power providing
more mid-range rpm up through redline with a 9.6hp
and 9 torque gain over stock.

Kerker slip-ons, here fitted with a fluted billet end
cap, are 8dB louder than stock

SE Series slip-ons are claimed to offer a 10 – 12
percent horsepower gain

A Fishtail end cap is one of the finish options for
SuperTrapp’s Internal Disc Series slip-ons

The Megaphone slip-ons feature a rebuildable
core and use SuperTrapp’s 4in tuning discs

The FatShots’ 3.5in diameter muffler body flares
out to a 4in, slash cut end

Both SuperTrapp and Kerker Stouts have an inlet
designed to flow better into the OEM head pipe

Mean Mothers have a 23⁄4in chrome heat shield
covering a stainless steel 21⁄4 expansion chamber

The SE Series slip-ons are claimed to offer a 10 –
12 percent horsepower gain while being only 3dB
louder than stock. A similar horsepower gain is
claimed for the Kerker slip-ons although they are 8dB
louder than stock. Both the SE Series and Kerker
mufflers are compatible with 17 end cap designs.
For those looking for a greater increase in power,
the Internal Disc Series slip-ons are said to provide a
10 – 15 percent horsepower gain. This is achieved
while maintaining an OE style-looking chrome
muffler. Heat shields, chrome end caps and discs are
included and Fishtail, Tapered and Turndown are
compatible end cap options.
Among the slip-ons that use SuperTrapp’s 4in disc
tuning system is the Megaphone Series, which also
features a rebuildable core.
A second tuning disc equipped option for Tri
Glides is the FatShots slip-ons. The 3.5in diameter
chrome plated muffler body flares out to a 4in, slash
cut end with a straight through 2in diameter, pillowpack wrapped performance core finished with the
SuperTrapp 4in discs and polished trim ring.
The final Tri Glide offering by SuperTrapp is its
Mean Mothers slip-ons, which feature a 23⁄4in chrome
plated heat shields with a stainless steel 21⁄4
expansion chamber, with black ceramic coated billet
end caps.A removable louvered core is also included
as standard.
SUPERTRAPP INDUSTRIES
Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Tel: 216 265 8400
Fax: 216 265 0130
E-mail: sales@supertrapp.com
www.supertrapp.com

PRODUCTS

Exile Grip
Ace kits

Black ball
bearing
petcock

Ness Winged
bolt-on tank
extension

EXILE Cycles’ Grip Ace control switches are
designed to be mounted either in the bars
or the bike’s grips, making them visually
disappear. The rubber coated switch strip
controls turn-signals, horn, hi/lo, and
holding two switches together operates the
starter.
One wire exits the bar
and this connects to a
control module that
can be mounted
anywhere out of sight
on the bike.

GOLAN, which produces what it
claims is the world’s first ball
bearing petcock with detents for
quick switching from on, to off to
reserve, is now offering it in a new
finish – black oxide.
Now in its second generation,
the petcock can be modified to fit
custom tanks and/or be set to
determine the amount of reserve
gas available with virtually
any custom gas tank. The
ball bearings used in the
petcock are said to
eliminate traditional rough,
sticky or frozen valve action.
Supplied with a limited lifetime
warranty, the petcocks can be ordered with 22mm
nut, 3⁄8 NPT, 6-AN fittings.

The Ness tank extension has been designed
to give the look of a stretched custom tank
at a reduction of the cost of a new
aftermarket tank or welded tank extension.
The new composite piece
bolts to stock Road Glide
and Street Glide tanks with
the exception of the Road
King FLHR.

EXILE CYCLES
North Hollywood, California, USA
Tel: 818 255 3330
Fax: 818 255 3331
E-mail: sales@exilecycles.com
www.exilecycles.com

GOLAN PRODUCTS
Gardena, California, USA
Tel: 310 630 5858
Fax: 310 630 1666
E-mail: golanpro@pacbell.net
www.golanproducts.com

ARLEN NESS ENTERPRISES
Dublin, California, USA
Tel: 925 479 6350
Fax: 925 479 6351
E-mail: contact@arlenness.com
www.arlenness.com

PRODUCTS

Alth brake
rotors

SPA Turbo USA Gasket Eliminator
and Flange Sealant

ITALIAN brake specialist Alth has introduced a line of
brake rotors for a range of Harley-Davidson models.
The rotors are available in regular and wavy designs
with the carriers finished in black, silver or chrome.

SPA Turbo USA, a
division of Design
Engineering, Inc. (DEI),
has introduced SPA
Gasket Eliminator and
Flange Sealant. The
sealant has been
developed specifically
for the turbo market,
and is an anaerobic
paste that seals
metal-on-metal gaps
up to .050in in size.
Under normal engine
operating
temperatures, when

ALTH
Torrebelvicino (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 350708
Fax: +39 0445 357798
E-mail: export@alth.it
www.alth.it

Zip Kits for throttle-by-wire
Touring bikes

CCCS Apes with
integrated
controls and
cables
CUSTOM Cycle Control Systems (CCCS) is
now offering its ape hanger bars with
integrated Climax hand controls in both
12in and 16in sizes.
The Climax controls used on the CCCS bars
run the wiring and cables internally and,
additionally, the brake and clutch fluid
reservoirs are also hidden. All the wires,
cables and hoses are supplied over-length
so that can be cut to length to suit the

SPA Gasket Eliminator is applied
between two metal surfaces it will
cure within 3-4 minutes, providing
resistance to low pressures
immediately after assembly of
flanges. After curing, it is claimed to
be able to withstand high
temperatures, high pressure,
vibration, and moisture.
SPA TURBO USA
Avon Lake, Ohio, USA
Tel: 440 930 7940
Fax: 440 930 7967
sales@designengineering.com
www.designengineering.com

ZIPPER’S Performance Products has developed
its ‘Zip Kit’ specifically for use on HarleyDavidson throttle-by-wire Touring models.
Each Zip Kit is made up of a Zipper’s MaxFlow
performance air cleaner, a choice of performance
exhaust and the ThunderMax with AutoTune EFI
Controller for throttle-by-wire models.
The ThunderMax is claimed to be the industry’s
first and only EFI engine management system
developed specifically for throttle-by-wire
models and offers the flexibility of future
performance upgrades with the download of a
new map.
ZIPPER’S PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
Elkridge, Maryland, USA
Tel: 410 579 2828
Fax: 410 579 2835
E-mail: zippers@zippersperformance.com
www.zippersperformance.com

Illusion 27-tooth motor sprocket
installation. The
controls include seven
micro switches to
maintain all stock control
functions.
The included install kit
features everything necessary to complete
the fitting of the bars; hydraulic fittings,
relay, bleeder bolt, fill funnel, throttle
cables and ends and ferrules.
CUSTOM CYCLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Henderson, Nevada, USA
Tel: 702 438 2129
Fax: 702 438 4276
E-mail: info@customcyclecontrols.com
www.customcyclecontrols.com
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ILLUSION Motorsports is offering a 27-tooth motor
sprocket conversion kit, which is available for a range
of five-speed H-D applications.
The company claims that fitting the replacement

sprocket and chain will alter the drive ratio to reduce
running rpm on the top end, and provide eight
percent higher cruising speeds without the need to
upgrade to a six-speed transmission.
Each kit is supplied with an application-specific
chain and 27-tooth motor sprocket. The conversion
fits inside the OEM primary chain case and
replacement chains are available from Illusion. The
kits are available to fit Softails ‘90-’06, Dynas ‘94’05, and ‘90-‘06 FXR and FLT models.
ILLUSION MOTORSPORTS
Westminster, California, USA
Tel: 714 894 1942
Fax: 714 894 1922
E-mail: illusionoc@gmail.com
www.Illusionmotorcycles.com

PRODUCTS

Mikuni HSR Carburetor tool kit
MIKUNI has created a tool that performs
basic jetting and maintenance on the
popular Mikuni HSR performance series
carburetors for the American V-twin
market.
The compact-sized ’Mikuni HSR Easy Tool’ is
a kit which includes is a 17mm x 11⁄16in
wrench for the choke nut and drain plug, a
main jet T-wrench handle combination jet

removal tool with a slip-in Phillip/flat head
combination screwdriver blade, and a slipin hex wrench for easy needle adjustment.
MIKUNI AMERICAN CORPORATION
Northridge, California, USA
Tel: 818 885 1242
Fax: 818 993 7388
www.mikunipower.com

Küryakyn add new H-D accessories
KÜRYAKYN continues to extend its range of lighting
options for H-D models with the introduction of its LED
Halo headlight trim ring.As the name suggests,the trim
features a built-in halo of white LED lights that surround
the headlamp. The Halo trim ring is available to fit ’83
- ’10 Electra Glides, ’06 - ’10 Street Glides and ’94 ’10 Road Kings.
küryakyn‘s mirror stem extenders move the
mirrors out by 3in
Designed to replace the stock ‘pancake’ style turn
signals, the Silver Bullets features a deep dish
LED style bulb

The new Halo headlamp trim ring from Küryakyn
features a ring of white LEDs around the light

A second new lighting option is the Silver Bullets with
saddle mount turn signals. Designed to replace the
stock ‘pancake’ style turn signals,the new lights feature
a deep dish LED style bulb and the saddle mounts are
included to make them easy to install on Electra Glides.
The Silver Bullets will fit ’83 - ’10 Electra Glides (except
’04 - ’05 FLHTCSE and ’06 - ’10 FLHTCUSE), ’98 - ’03
Road Glide, ’88 - ’96 Tour Glides, ’94 - ’10 Road Kings
(except ’04 - ’07 FLHRS, ’07 - ’08 FLHRSE), ’86 - ’10
Heritage and Heritage Classic, and ’93-’96 FLSTN.
To fit Batwing fairings on H-D Touring Models,
Küryakyn AirMaster fairings,and the Sportech detachable
Fairing-Plus, Küryakyn is producing a traditional threepouch fairing bag. Constructed from PVC leather, it fits
inside the fairing and is designed to carry small items such
as a cell phone or garage door opener.
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The brake pedal pad extension by Küryakyn fits
any models equipped with H-D’s Streamliner
brake pedal pad
The Küryakyn three-pouch fairing bag works with
both factory and aftermarket fairings

Created to improve rearward vision, Küryakyn’s
mirror stem extenders space the stock mirrors out by
3in. The chromed extenders, which work with stock HD mirrors with a round steel stem, fasten to the
handlebars like the stock mirrors and re-use the original
mounting hardware.
Alongside the mirror extenders, Küryakyn is also
offering a brake pedal extension, which adds 11⁄4in.To

fit ’06 - ’10 Street Glides, ’10 Road Glide Customs, ’04
’07 Road King Customs, and any models equipped
with H-D’s Streamliner brake pedal pad, the extension
features a chrome extended base and D shaped pad.
KÜRYAKYN USA
Somerset, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 715 247 5008
Fax: 715 247 5007
E-mail: salessupport@kuryakyn.com
www.kuryakyn.com

Sturgis mark Federally protected
STURGIS Motorcycle Rally, Inc., the owner of
the portfolio of Trademarks and Service
Marks related to the Sturgis Motorcycle
Rally, has announced that its word mark
‘STURGIS’ has obtained a Federal Trademark
Registration in connection with Sturgis Rally
goods and services.
“This was certainly anticipated for a
number of months, but is nevertheless an
exciting development for the future

protection, promotion and long-term health
of the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally,” said board
member John E. Johnson, “it also helps to
further solidify the future of charitable
giving offered from several organizations
around the Sturgis area through licensed
use of the marks.”
Distributors and retailers of Sturgis Rallyrelated merchandise should only source
products through licensees to ensure the

goods are authorized. Those licensees are
Good Sports, Inc. / Hot Leathers, Tom’s T’s,
Black Hills Rally and Gold, Noble Wear, Ltd,
Jack Daniels Image Sellers, M & J
Distributing, Capsmith, Inc., C & D Sales, and
Valiant Vineyards.

www.sturgismotorcyclerally.com

Hogtech launch production bikes
HOGTECH, a Swedish custom shop specializing in
one-off builds, has made the move into production
bikes with the introduction of two models under the
Absolut Chopper brand.
The two models feature traditional Swedish
chopper styling with long forks, yet are supplied with
EC Certificate of Conformity making them legal for
sale across Europe and in the USA.
Both ‘The Icelander’ and ‘The Black Ice’ are built
around Hogtech’s own Northern Spirit frame, which
features a 3in stretch and 46 degrees of rake, making
the frame optimized to work with the 21in over Tolle
forks fitted in Hogtech seven-degree triple trees. The
drivetrain is made up of a Hogtech designed S&S
alternator/generator motor with round cylinder
heads, fitted with a Super E carb and BSL stainless
exhausts with a catalytic convertor, an open primary

built by BDL to Hogtech’s design, complete with a
ball bearing lock-up clutch and a Baker OD6
transmission.
The two models are both fitted with Erixon
stainless steel wheels; 19 x 2.15in front and 17 x6in
rear. The brakes are ISR six-piston callipers with a
floating rotor designed by Hogtech on the front
wheel, and a matching design combination rotor and
sprocket at the rear. ISR is also responsible for the
manufacture of the Hogtech designed hand and foot
controls.
Bodywork on both motorcycles comprises of
Hogtech fenders and oil tank, and a gas tank made
to Hogtech specification by Parker Fabrication in the
UK.
The points that differentiate the two models are
the seating arrangements and bars.The Icelander has
pull back bars, a sissy bar, pillion pegs and a two-up
seat, whereas shallower bars and a solo seat are
fitted to The Black Ice.

Absolut Chopper ‘Icelander’

HOGTECH
Eskilstuna, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 (0)16 51 00 80
E-mail: info@hogtech.com
www.hogtech.com

‘Black Ice’
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First seen in the Freeway magazine custom show at this year’s ‘Verona Show’
(Motor Bike Expo, Italy, January 2011) Apocalypsis 7.3 by EDSpecial is a
showcase of original design and engineering craftsmanship
DSPECIAL set out to build Apocalypsis
7.3 as a ‘concept bike’ to show what
the shop was capable of in terms of
design and custom fabrication. The thinking
behind the bike’s look was to build a machine
which runs a 360-section rear tire without it
looking out of proportion with the rest of the
motorcycle.

E

The first step was a set of hand-drawn sketches,
which were transferred to CAD designs to ensure the
ideas that the team at EDSpecial wanted to
incorporate would all work. Once the design was
finalized, construction began with the shop using
48mm tubing for the frame in order to keep
everything in proportion. The custom frame has 48
degrees of rake and features a single-sided rigid rear

end. The wheel that is held in place by the singlesided frame is actually made up of two rims which
have been split and welded together in order to get
the width necessary (15.5in) to mount the V-Rubber
360-section tire.
Rather than offsetting the engine and
transmission to allow a drive belt or chain to clear
the over-sized rear tire, EDSpecial has created a
friction drive system. A right-side drive gear box is
connected to a short drive chain that mount on the
end of a transfer box that inverts the direction of the
drive and allows the friction roller to turn the tire in
the correct direction. The other side of the transfer
Continued on page 63 >>>
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box mounts a brake rotor for the rear wheel braking.
The unique nature of the bike’s design is continued
at the front end, where the team at EDSpecial
constructed the USD fork from billet aluminum and
then covered it with a skin of steel made up of 40
individual pieces welded together. The cover also
incorporates the handlebars, which themselves have
been inverted. At the other end, a 17 x 5.5in wheel
has been built around a Honda FVR rear hub to carry
the 180-section tire, and two Yamaha R1 brake
calipers provide the stopping power.
The space between the two extreme wheels on
Apocalypsis 7.3 is filled with a 1,200cc H-D Sportster
motor fitted with a Mikuni carb and a set of
EDSpecial exhausts. The primary is a 3.5in open belt
with a carbon fiber cover that is connected to a
modified Ducati 1198 hydraulic clutch.
Above the engine, the gas tank is split in two with
each half hanging on either side of the frame’s back
bone. The gas tank has been internally sectioned to
allow it to also act as the oil tank. The paint which
adorns the bodywork and frame was chosen to
match the name of the bike and is said by EDSpecial
to look like: “After being buried under the ashes
nuclear Apocalypsis comes to light, like a relic.”
EDSPECIAL
Aprilia (Latina), ITALY
Tel: +39 339 47 55 108
E-mail: info@edspecial.com
www.edspecial.com
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RSD’s bolt-on factory make-over menu
N these economically
straitened times, the custom
build segment of the
motorcycle marketplace has
seen sales slump, leading many
companies to close their doors
and depart the scene. Those who
have survived have suffered a
fall-off in demand leading to
layoffs. For many, it’s simply been
a question of survival.
One company that’s doing a whole
lot better than just getting by is Roland
Sands Design (RSD), the Los Angelesbased design house and custom shop.
Underpinning RSD’s bespoke
custom operation is a flourishing RSD
dealer sales program. Amateur
customizers - and maybe some pros can log on to company’s website to
download either or both of the two
different RSD online catalogs, are
available as website downloads. To
promote the existence of the catalogs,
and to demonstrate how to use the
parts inside them, Roland got the idea
of sourcing a stock H-D to use as the
basis for a budget-priced custom
that’d be transformed exclusively via
the RSD parts catalog.
The name of this so-called ‘menu
bike’ tells you everything about how
its creation got started. ‘Junkyard
Dog’ was born out of an insurance
write-off Roland discovered at his local

I

breakers, and $5,000 later he was the
owner of an untitled FXST Softail,
complete and original with stock Twin
Cam 88 motor, but no kickstand, loose
handlebars, shot controls, and heaps
of scratches on both sides.
“It’s a 2003 100th Anniversary
Softail that some biker had stolen
and ridden through the desert, and it
was all beat up and dirty,” says
Roland. “When I picked it up, it had so
much dirt on it, it was a real train
wreck. I figured maybe it was crashed
a couple of times after it had been
stolen, but after dusting off the grime,
it turned out to be a pretty complete
bike.
A few items were fabbed, but the
point of this build was to show people
that they can have a cool bike that’s
easy to do, yet still way rideable.
“The idea was to build it up as
cheaply as possible, mainly utilizing
original equipment supplemented by a
number of parts that were already
lying around the shop - chrome parts
and stuff we’d taken off other bikes,
bits that were scratched or dirty.”
“I just said, let’s throw all the junk
stuff on this thing, plus any parts we
need from the catalogue. Anything
that’s chrome, sand the chrome off it,
and we’ll just do it all with Scotchbrightened Nickel.”
Could someone else, dealer or
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consumer, replicate this bike
affordably? “Absolutely, no problem,”
insists Sands. “The key element is that
this bike doesn’t have the Vintage gas
tank that we sell, it has the stock
Harley tank, which saves you a lot of
money.”
“There are some things you have to
do, like you gotta do the rear fender,
and the wheels. But you can do
whatever you want, and there’ll be
nothing else like it on the road.”
One month’s work saw the battered
FXST transformed into the Junkyard
Dog, with the help of an 18-spoke
Contrast Cut PM Domino 21in front
wheel that’s mounted in stock Softail
forks carrying a nearly invisible RSD
Tracker fork brace.
The flat-set handlebar is an RSD Flat
Out Drag item, with a full-floater
111⁄2in PM custom brake disc matched
to a radially-mounted, four-piston PM
Contrast Cut caliper, while the 81⁄2in
PM disc on the 18in rear hub is gripped
by a PM Nero caliper, also four-piston.
Foot and lever controls are all RSD,
while the hand-tooled leather seat
comprises an RSD Vintage seat kit,
that’s apparently one of the company’s
best-selling items.
This bike has a
completely stock
counterbalanced
engine, save for the

gold-anodized RSD Nostalgia rocker
covers, and RSD velocity stack for the
stock carburetor. The unmodified
cylinder heads breathe through a
catalogued 2-1 exhaust made by
Vance & Hines for RSD, but
otherwise performance is completely
standard. “People have a Softail in
their garage, and look at this and
think: ‘I could do that’,” says Roland.
“That’s the thing about this bike
anyone could get here. Without going
too radical, or spending a heap of
money, we wanted to show people
they can have a bike that’s both way
cool, and way rideable, exclusively
using parts out of our catalog.”
I got to spend an afternoon cruising
the streets of Los Angeles on the bike
Roland built next, which is nearly
identical, but based on a later ‘07
FXST Softail which rejoices in the
name of Bombs Away!.
Instead of the smaller Twin Cam
88B motor fitted to Junk Yard, its
successor carries the later 96B engine
installed via hand-built stainless steel
motor mounts. Fitted with a Vance &
Hines ‘Fuelpak’, a contrast cut RSD
Venturi 7 air cleaner with K&N filter
and, once again, the 2-1 Tracker
exhaust built by V&H for
RSD, the engine ran
strong and hard
pulling away from
RSD’s factory, with a
glorious rip from the
more open pipe. The
stock Harley fivespeed transmission
now uses a PM hydraulic
clutch slave drive conversion,
matched to a very wide Contrast Cut
PM Contour belt primary drive.
Bombs Away! is fitted with the
entire line of RSD Nostalgic cover
components, such as the timing covers
and rocker box covers, though this
time around these are now anodized
in black rather than Junkyard Dog’s
bronze, and it also has PM midcontrols on it, as well as once again an
RSD Flat Out Drag handlebar. The RSD

CATHCART REPORT

Vintage sheet metal kit on the bike includes the rear
fender tunnel and struts, the fuel injected gas tank
with high pressure fuel pump, the seat pan, the seat
base and related spring set up.
The wheels are Contrast Cut PM Missions, the

front a 21in with 31⁄2in front rim, carrying a 13in brake
disc gripped by six-piston PM differential bore
Contrast Cut front calipers.The rear wheel is an 18in
Contrast Cut Mission with 51⁄2in rim and a four-piston
PM caliper.
Inevitably, the bike is entirely kitted out with the
full range of PM hand controls including a hydraulic
clutch and brake, and PM hydraulic clutch plate. The
bike is topped off with an RSD gas cap, and a set of
PM mirrors.
ROLAND SANDS DESIGN
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 228 8481
Fax: 714 228 8468
E-mail: info@rolandsands.com
www.rolandsands.com
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While the majority of builders who compete at the World
Championship of Custom Bike Building are full-time professionals
there are others who are privateers. One such example at the 2010
Championship was Kris Willems of Belgium with his entry Wilson II
RIS Willems, the builder of Wilson II,
was able to travel to Sturgis to
compete in the 2010 World
Championship of Custom Bike Building after
he won the top prize at the Big Twin Show in
The Netherlands in 2009. At that event, as at
the World Championship, he was a privateer
builder competing against professional
builders. However, this fact did not stop him
form placing joint twelfth at the
Championship in Sturgis.
Kris began the build of his Championship entry
bike with the fabrication of his own frame for the bike
known as Wilson II. The 42-degree raked frame was
designed to act as the engine’s oil tank and carries
the oil within the frame tubes.At the rear of the bike,
Kris CNC-machined his own aluminum swingarm
and connected to the frame he had constructed with
a pair of hidden Softail shocks.

K

Moving to the front of the bike, suspension there
is courtesy of a pair of Yamaha TDM fork legs held in
a set of Triple trees machined by Kris.
To get the bike to the rolling stage, Kris then spent
even more time with his CNC machines crafting his
own set of wheels, which feature an 18in rim at the
front and a 20in at the rear. To these he
then added a pair of Avon tires,
brake discs he fabricated himself
and Yamaha R1 sportsbike calipers;
two for the front end and a single one at
the rear.
nto his rolling chassis, Kris then added an S&S
93ci motor that has been blacked out and has the
fins polished. It has then been outfitted with a
velocity stack and stainless steel exhausts of his
own design and manufacture.The Primo Rivera belt
drive has been hidden with a one-off cover, once
again made by Kris, and the transmission is a fivespeed Baker RSD.
The list of parts crafted by Kris continues with the
rear fender, the handlebars, which feature an internal
master cylinder for the brakes, and the gas tanks.
However, what is special about the split gas tanks,
that are suspended on either side of the frame’s back
bone, is the construction method; they have been
CNC machined from aluminum billet to flow around
the engine’s rocker boxes.
The work that Kris did with his CNC machines not
only gained him joint twelfth at the 2010 World
Championship of Custom Bike Building, but also the
S&S Cycle Partner Pick of Excellence award at the
same event.

I

KRIS WILLEMS
Tessenderlo, BELGIUM
E-mail: wilson.kris@telenet.be
www.wilsonkris.be
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www.amdchampionship.com
Sturgis, south dakota

DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK
Canada

Parts Canada
Tel: (403) 250 6247

New Zealand
Australia
Performance Cycle
Wholesale-NZ
Tel:006493081634

East Coast Custom
Distributing Pty. Ltd.-AU

AUSTRALIA
East Coast Custom
www.eastcoastcustoms.com.au

CANADA
Mongoose Machine &
Engineering

Tel: 0061732524633

www.mongoosemachine.com

Japan

Motovan Corporation

Neo Factory

Tel: 0081432128082

Three Miles Trade

www.motovan.com
Parts Canada

www.partscanada.ca

Tel: 0081252312811

Winner’s Circle

Europe

www.winnerscirclecanada.com

Custom Chrome
Europe-Germany
Tel: 0049 671 88888 - 0

W&W Cycles-Germany

NEW ZEALAND
Performance Cycle Wholesale

www.performancecycle.co.nz

SWEDEN

Tel: 0049 931 250 6116

Moto Speed AB

Zodiac Int.-NL

www.motospeed.se

Tel: 0031 297 284 821

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: 817 258 9030

Custom Chrome
Tel: 408 778 0500

Drag Specialties
Tel: 608 758 1111

THE NETHERLANDS
Zodiac International B.V.

www.zodiac.nl

USA
Baisley Hi-Performance

baisleyhp@aol.com

MC Advantages

Bikers Choice

Tel: 800 726 9620

www.bikerschoice.com

MID-USA
Tel: 314 351 3733

Tedd Cycle

Custom Chrome, Inc.

www.customchrome.com

Tel: 845 565 2806

Drag Specialties

TEC Dist.

www.dragspecialties.com

Tel: 978 352 4710

Engine Dynamics LLC

www.enginedynamics.com
Mid USA Motorcycle Parts

www.mid-usa.com
Midwest Motorcycle Supply

www.midwestmc.net
Newcomb Dist.
www.newcombdistribtors.com
Rivera Engineering
www.riveraengineering.com
Star Racing

www.starracing.com
TEC Distributing

www.tecdist.com
www.blackdiamondvalves.com
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HEAD OFFICE

DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK

THE NETHERLANDS
ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Australia

Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

East Coast Custom

Fax: 0031(0)297 288226

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

Tel: 07 3252 4633

www.zodiac.nl

Canada

AUSTRALIA

Power Twins

CASSONS PTY. LTD.

Tel: 2 9684 1210

Tel: 403 250 6611

Fax: 2 9684 2091

Germany

Email: cassons@cassons.com.au

FRANCE

Custom Chrome Europe

ZODIAC FRANCE

Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

Tel: 01 45 93 10 75
Fax: 01 45 93 18 41

W & W Cycles

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl

Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15

Netherlands

Fax: 03 27 85 96 50

Motorcycle Storehouse BV

Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY

Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Zodiac International

Tel: 02154 428828

Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

Fax: 02154 412715
Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

New Zealand

GREAT BRITAIN
ZODIAC U.K.

Performance Cycle

Tel: 01453 758451

Wholesale

Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

Fax: 01453 752939

www.feulingparts.com

USA

DISTRIBUTORS

Bikers Choice

Australia
East Coast Customs

Tel: (800) 347 8080
Custom Chrome Inc.

www.eastcoastcustom.com.au

Rollies Speed Shop

Contact: Al Sobel

www.rollies.com.au

HELMET CITY

Japan
Neo Factory

Delray Beach. Florida. USA

www.neofactory.co.jp

Drag Specialties

www.sundance.co.jp

Sundance
The Netherlands
Zodiac International
www.zodiac.nl

Midwest

HUNGARY
ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE

If not, then you need
to stock and sell the
U.S.A’s fastest growing
line of custom helmets

Tel: (800) 729 3332

Tel: (800) 222 3400

Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

USA
Biker’s Choice

Tel. TOLL FREE:
1-888 550 3731
Tel. Intnl: 1-561 330 3700
Fax: 1-561 330 2501

IMPORTERS &
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED

Tel: (800) 352 3914

www.bikerschoice.com

CURRENT
DISTRIBUTORS

Custom Chrome
www.customchrome.com

CZECH REPUBLIC

Mid-USA

Tel: (800) 527 0501

www.dragspecialties.com

Drag Specialties
MC Advantages

Tec Dist.

Tel: (800) 356 0043

www.mcadvantages.com

Rivera Primo
www.riveraprimoinc.com

TEC Dist
www.barnettclutches.com

www.tecdist.com

Tomás Cerny
Moto Classic, s.r.o
Royal Enfield Pro CR a SR
Tel: 00420 775 997 648
e-mail: info@royal-enfield.cz

NETHERLANDS
Bad Boy Helmets
Tel: 0031 (0)653 119 597
e-mail: info@badboy.nl
www.badboy.nl

Zipper's

SPAIN

www.zippersperformance.com

Canada
Parts Canada

GZM/Accessories Unlimited
Tel: 0034 96 6758000
Fax: 0034 96 6758015
e-mail: gzm@gzm.es

www.partscanada.com

www.helmetsales.com

PRODUCTS HUNGARY

Tel: 06 30 217 1832
Fax: 06 87 480 882
Email: zodiac@chello.hu

ITALY
ZODIAC ITALIA

Tel: 02 6472287
Fax: 02 64749555
Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

SCANDINAVIA
ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 00800 963422 65
(Toll-free)
Email: sales@zodiac.nl

SPAIN
ZODIAC ESPANA

Tel: 96 81 42067
Fax: 96 81 42068
Email: zodiac-espana@zodiac.nl

SWITZERLAND
AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678
Fax: 071 761 0678
Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch
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Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-3039777

DISTRIBUTOR
MCS Spainish agent
Paloma Pinto
Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

Australia
East Coast Custom
Tel: 07 3252 4633
Rollies Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle
Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

Canada
Preston Cycle Products
Tel:(800) 265 2298

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid
Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl
MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana
Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl
MCS UK agent
Simon Letts
Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl

Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858
Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0
DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037
Motorcycle Storehouse
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775
Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

NETWORK
USA
Bikers Choice
Tel: (800) 347 8080
Custom Chrome
Tel: (800) 729 3332
Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400
Kustomwerks
Tel: (800) 498 4711
Midwest
Tel: (800) 325 3914
MID-USA
Tel: (800) 527 0501
Tedd Cycle
Tel: (914) 565 2806
Win Starwest
Tel: (805) 531 1000

w w w. b e l t d r i v e s . c o m
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This INDEX is a complete listing of all the items in this edition. It includes all our advertisers and the product, feature and news items published this month. The INDEX will act as a quick reference
guide, and will be useful when searching this and other editions either for contact details for a particular company, or for a specific item that has appeared. The INDEX appears in every edition of AMD .
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Polaris acquires Indian Motorcycle
POLARIS Industries, the parent
company of Victory Motorcycles, has
announced the acquisition of Indian
Motorcycle.
“We are delighted to have reached
an agreement with Polaris. Polaris will
utilize its well-known strengths in
engineering, manufacturing, and
distribution to complete the mission
we undertook upon re-launching the
brand in 2006: harness the enormous
potential of the Indian brand,” said
Stephen Julius, chairman of Indian and
managing director of Stellican, the
company which, prior to the Polaris
acquisition, owned the Indian
Motorcycle rights and production.
“Polaris is the most logical owner of
Indian Motorcycle. Indian’s heritage
brand will allow Polaris to aggressively
compete across an expanded
spectrum of the motorcycle market.”
“Yesterday, Polaris closed the
acquisition of the Indian Motorcycle
Company, one of the most storied
brands in heavyweight motorcycles,”
said Scott Wine, CEO of Polaris
Industries. By uniting the Indian brand
with the capabilities Polaris has

developed in its 13 years with Victory,
we are confident over time that we will
accelerate the growth and profitability
of both brands and our overall
motorcycle business. A brief review of
history will show that Indian built the
first American motorcycle in 1901 and
the world’s first V-Twin engine in
1907, and went on to become one of
the great motorcycle companies in
America in the first half of the 20th
Century.
“We have no intention of living in
the past, and fully recognize that the
brand has had many ups and downs
over the past 60 years, but the heritage
and style that Indian brings to Polaris
significantly expands our target
customer base. As we look at the
breakdown of motorcycle consumers,
Victory has established a strong brand
position with the performance
enthusiast segment where customers
are most interested in our modern
styling, performance, quality and value
of the bike.With the Indian brand in our
stable, we will gain access to what we
call the ‘die-hard’ segment where riders
look for classic styling and iconic brand.

This acquisition more than doubled the
scope of our target market.”
Wine continued, saying: “Another
key benefit that we bring to the Indian
Motorcycle Company is we have a
strong network of dealers and
suppliers. While we want to make
sure that the actual bikes remain
distinctly different, the compatibility
of the Indian and Victory brand is
compelling through offering a
stronger motorcycle lineup to the

Vance & Hines introduces policy
VANCE & Hines has
implemented a new ‘Minimum
Advertised Price’ (MAP) policy,
with which it requires its
retailers to comply with by July
1, 2011. The new policy requires
the dealers to advertise the
company’s products, including
exhaust, intake and electronics
products, at no more than 10
percent below its suggested
retail price.
“We are committed to building
the most innovative and highest
quality products for the
motorcycle aftermarket.
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Therefore, it is essential to
promote a consistent pricing
strategy,” said Vance & Hines
President, Terry Vance. “We
understand the investment it
takes for dealers to provide
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excellent service to their
customers and, by protecting
the integrity of our brand, it is
ultimately the dealers that will
benefit from this policy.”
The MAP policy applies to all
advertisements appearing in
print, on radio, television and
the Internet. In addition, it will
be applicable to retailers selling
new products on auction
websites.
A special section of the Vance &
Hines website is being
dedicated to the administration
of the policy, and will include a

benefit of our current dealers and to
our much-needed dealer niche in a
division of the most desirable
motorcycle market.”

POLARIS INDUSTRIES
Medina, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 763 542 5000
www.polarisindustries.com

schedule of current retail
pricing as well as providing
retailers the ability to report
advertising that does not
conform to the policy.

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs,
California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
Fax: 562 802 7466
mapadministrator
@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

